THE USONIAN HOUSE II
We have built some twenty-seven of them now in seventeen different
states. Building costs in general in the U.S.A. were rising and are rising
still. We find that seventy-five hundred dollars is about the sum needed
to do what the Jacobs bought for fifty-five hundred. The Usonian house
would have cost from seventy-five hundred up to ten, twelve, and in some
certain extensive programmes, fifteen, sixteen, and on up to twenty
thousand dollars. We have built several extended in every way that cost
more.
The houses cost, I should say, one-third more to build than when we
started to build them in 1958. But this holds true—any comparison with
the 'regular* houses around them shows that they are more for the money
physically for the sums they cost than the 'regulars'. Their freedom, dis-
tinction, and individuality are not a feature of that cost except as it does
by elimination put the expenditure where it liberates the occupant in a
new spaciousness. A new freedom.
It is true, however, that no man can have the liberation one of these
houses affords with liberal outside views on three sides becoming a part of
the interior, without incurring extra fuel—say twenty por cent, more,
Double windows cut this down—but also cost money.
GRAVITY HEAT
Concerning floor heating. Heated air naturally rises. We call it gravity
heat because the pipes filled with steam or hot water are all in a rock
ballast bed beneath the concrete floor—we call the ballast with concrete
top, the floor mat. If the floor is above the ground it is made of two-inch-
square wood strips spaced 5' 8" apart, The heating pipes are in that case
set between the floor joists.
It came to me in this way; in Japan to commence building the new
Imperial Hotel, winter of 1914? we were invited to dine with Baron
Okura, one of my patrons* It is desperately cold in Tokio in winter—a
damp clammy cold that almost never amounts to freezing or frost—but it
is harder to keep warm there than anywhere else I have been, unless in
Italy, The universal heater is the hibachi—a round vessel sitting on the
floor filled with white ashes, several sticks of charcoal thrust down imp
the ashes all but a few inches. This projecting charcoal is lighted a$d
glows—incandescent. Everyone sits around the hibachi} every now a$4
then stretching out the hand over it for a moment—closing the hand as
though grasping at something. The result is very unsatisfactory. To -us* J
marvelled at Japanese fortitude until I caught sight of the typical under-
wear—heavy woollens, long sleeves, long legs, which they wear beneatjbt
the series of padded flowing kimono, But as they are acclimated and
tpughened to this native condition they suffer far less than we do.	,^i
Well, although we knew we should shiver, we accepted the invitatiott^

